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Indica, an Indic preprocessor for TEX
A Sinhalese TEX System

Yannis Haralambous

Abstract

In this paper a two-fold project is described: the first
part is a generalized preprocessor for Indic scripts (scripts
of languages currently spoken in India—except Urdu—,
Sanskrit and Tibetan), with several kinds of input (LATEX
commands, 7-bit ascii, CSX, ISO/IEC 10646/unicode)
and TEX output. This utility is written in standard Flex
(the gnu version of Lex), and hence can be painlessly
compiled on any platform. The same input methods are
used for all Indic languages, so that the user does not
need to memorize different conventions and commands
for each one of them. Moreover, the switch from one lan-
guage to another can be done by use of user-defineable
preprocessor directives.

The second part is a complete TEX typesetting sys-
tem for Sinhalese. The design of the fonts is described,
and METAFONT-related features, such as metaness and
optical correction, are discussed.

At the end of the paper, the reader can find ta-
bles showing the different input methods for the four
Indic scripts currently implemented in Indica: Devana-
gari, Tamil, Malayalam, Sinhalese. The author hopes
to complete the implementation of Indic languages into
Indica soon; the results will appear in a forthcoming
paper.

−− ∗ −−

1 Indica

1.1 Introduction

Many Latin-alphabet native writers find the Greek
and Cyrillic alphabets exotic (not to mention African
and phonetic characters). Actually this shouldn’t
happen, since —at least for the upper case— Greek,
Cyrillic and Latin types can have the same design:
they have the same roots, have evolved more-or-less
in the same way, and the same principles of Occiden-
tal type design can be applied to them. There are
even common glyphs to the three (‘A’, ‘B’, ‘E’, ‘H’,
‘M’, ‘O’, ‘P’, ‘T’, ‘X’) which will appear only once
in case one wishes to have a big “Greco-Cyrillico-
Latin” font.
The situation is completely different in the case

of Indic languages. Once again all of their scripts
have the same roots, but instead of keeping the same
style and being complementary to each other, they
all have the same set of letters, in the same order,
but with (often very) different shapes. Every child in
India learns the same alphabet “ka-kha-ga-gha-. . . ”
but depending on the region, the letter shapes can
be very different: k K g G R c C. . . in Devanagari

script, � � �� � � �. . . in Malayalam, H P X C
h p x. . . in Sinhalese, etc.1

This justifies the choice of a common translit-
eration scheme for all Indic languages. But why is
a preprocessor necessary, after all?
A common characteristic of Indic languages is

the fact that the short vowel ‘a’ is inherent to con-
sonants. Vowels are written by adding diacritical
marks (or smaller characters) to consonants. The
beauty (and complexity) of these scripts comes from
the fact that one needs a special way to denote the
absence of vowel. There is a notorious diacritic,
called “virāma”, present in all Indic languages, which
is used for this reason. But it seems illogical to add a
sign, to specify the absence of a sound. On the con-
trary, it seems much more logical to remove some-
thing, and what is done usually is that letters are
either brought very near (in Sinhalese) or written
one over another (Malayalam), or written together
while losing some parts (Devanagari, Bengali, . . . ).
In this way we obtain those hundreds of beautiful
ligatures which make the charm of Indic scripts.
When typesetting with TEX, the preprocessor

will have to indicate to TEX all the necessary liga-
tures which can be either constructed from charac-
ter parts (as in the case of Velthuis’s Devanagari),
or spread in several 256-character tables (as in the
case of the Sinhalese font described in the second
part of this paper). Also, it often happens that a
vowel is written in front of a group of consonants, al-
though phonologically it comes after the group; and
since the transliteration is always phonetic, the pre-
processor will take the vowel from where it belongs
phonetically and place it where it belongs graphi-
cally.
Finally the preprocessor is needed for the sim-

ple task of inserting \- commands (discretionary hy-
phens) at the appropriate locations: since characters
and ligatures are often constructed from other char-
acters, or belong to several font tables, there is lit-
tle hope for getting efficient hyphenation patterns
so that TEX can hyphenate as it does for Western
languages.

1.2 The interna of Indica

The preprocessor Indica is written in a special way,
allowing easy changes and expansions, thanks to the
use of Flex. Flex is a lexical analyzer, released un-
der gnu copyleft; it generates C code out of simple
pattern matching instructions. The advantage of

1 One could compare this situation to the existence of
Antiqua, old German, and Irish types for the same alphabet
(a differentiation sadly missing from the ISO/IEC 10646/uni-
code encoding).
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Flex is that without being a good programmer one
can make powerful and error-free C programs.
How does it work? The minimal Flex file is of

the form

%{

%}

%%

...lines of code...

%%

main()

{

yylex();

}

where the lines of code are of the form

xyz { do_this(); do_that(); }

xyz is a pattern which may appear in the input file,
and do_this();, do_that(); are arbitrary C com-
mands, executed whenever the pattern is matched
in the input file. This scheme is extremely powerful,
since patterns can be arbitrary regular expressions.
Suppose, for example, that you want to write a pro-
gram which finds all TEX commands followed by a
blank and adds an empty group to them, if needed
(to avoid getting TEXis beautiful, as most TEX users
did at least once in their lives): \TeX shall be re-
placed by \TeX{} and so on, for every command fol-
lowed by a blank. You can with the following single
line of Flex code:

"\\"[a-zA-Z]+/" " { ECHO; printf("{}"); }

The double quotes indicate verbatim mode, the dou-
ble backslash is the usual C notation to obtain a
backslash in a string, [a-zA-Z]+ is a regular ex-
pression meaning “one or more lowercase/uppercase
letters” and finally /" " means “this pattern should
be matched only if followed by " " (a blank)”. The
ECHO; command transmits the input pattern to the
output, and printf{} adds the {} string.
The reader may now have realized the power

and ease of use of Flex. Moreover, the generated C
code is automatically optimized for the platform on
which Flex is run so that one can be sure that the
code will compile without problems into a quick and
smooth executable.
Indica is written in Flex. To obtain an exe-

cutable, you will have to run Flex first and then C.
The necessary steps are explained in section 1.3.1.
Having read the excellent book lex & yacc by Levine,
Mason and Brown (1992) the user will be able to
adapt Indica to his/her personal needs, if these are
not already covered by the broad range of Indica’s
input encodings.

1.3 Guidelines for the use of Indica

1.3.1 How to install Indica

Indica is written in Flex, the gnu version of the
standard unix utility Lex.2 On the server you will
find executables for Macintosh and MS-DOS. If you
are on some other platform, or if you want to make
changes to the indica.lex file, you will have to
compile it again. This operation consists of the fol-
lowing (relatively straightforward) steps:

1. run Flex on indica.lex, with the -8 option:

flex -8 indica.lex

2. Flex will create the file lex.yy.c (LEX_YY.C on
MS-DOS); this is a machine-generated, C++
compatible, ANSI C code file. Run your favour-
ite C-compiler on it, and link the result with the
standard ANSI C libraries.

After having fetched or compiled your own exe-
cutable of Indica, you can use it. For this you must
prepare your document using the syntax explained
in section 1.5, and run Indica to produce a regular
TEX or LATEX file. Indica uses the standard C input
and output streams, so you have to type < and > to
redirect these streams to your files:

Indica < foo.inp > foo.tex

where foo.inp is the document you prepared and
foo.tex is the TEX file Indica will create for you.
In this way Indica can be used as a filter for pip-

ing operations: if your operating system allows pip-
ing and your TEX implementation uses the standard
input stream, you can systematically write Indica
< foo.inp | TeX to pre-process foo.inp and run
TEX on the result, avoiding thereby the creation of
an intermediate TEX file.

1.4 Indica input schemes

TEX can handle only 8-bit fonts (fonts with 256 char-
acters at most). This seems more or less sufficient
for the needs of a certain number of Western Euro-
pean languages, but is definitely unsuitable for Ori-
ental scripts like the Sinhalese one.3 Hence, the use
of a preprocessor is unavoidable. Indica will allow
the use of the same input scheme(s) for all Indic
languages: one will be able to write multilingual In-
dic documents without changing the input conven-
tions, whenever a language switch occurs. There are

2 Actually it uses a very important feature of Flex which is
not part of the POSIX Lex standard, namely exclusive states.
Indica has to be compiled on a Lex version with this feature;
see Levine, Mason, and Brown (1992) for more details.

3 The TEX extension Ω (Plaice, 1994; Haralambous and
Plaice, 1994) will solve these (and many more) problems by
using internally the unicode encoding, and 16-bit virtual
fonts for the output.
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.0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .A .B .C .D .E .F

0.

1.

2.

3. Usual 7-bit ascii (ISO 646)
4.

5.

6.

7.

8. ä∗ Ä∗

9. r
¯

A. ñ∗ Ñ∗ l̃ ṁ ˘̄a ˘̄ı ˘̄u n
¯

B. ´̄a `̄a ´̄ı `̄ı ě∗ Ě∗ ǒ∗ Ǒ∗ ´̄u `̄u
C. ē∗ Ē∗ ō∗ Ō∗ ǟ ∗ Ǟ ∗ ŕ. r̀. n̆

∗ N̆∗ m̆∗ M̆∗ ´̄r.
D. ã ı̃ ũ ẽ õ ĕ ŏ l

¯
Ẽ∗ Õ∗ L

¯
∗

E. ā ß Ā ı̄ Ī ū Ū r. R. r̄. R̄. l. L. l̄. L̄. ṅ
F. Ṅ t. T. d. D. n. N. ś Ś s. S.

√ m. M. h. H.

Code positions followed by ∗ are exten-
sions of CSX proposed hereby by the au-
thor. The gray square denotes po-
sitions which have not yet been deter-
mined.
The author would like to point out that
even if certain characters are usually
not used in uppercase form, they could
very well appear inside all-caps text; so,
IHHO, all characters should be included
in the table in lowercase and uppercase
form. Uppercase letters missing from the
table are: R

¯
, l̃, Ṁ, ˘̄A , ˘̄I , ˘̄U , N

¯
, ´̄A , `̄A ,

´̄I , `̄I , ´̄U , `̄U , Ŕ. , R̀. , ´̄R. , Ã, Ĩ, Ũ, Ĕ and
Ŏ (a total of 21 codes).

Table 1: The CSX 8-bit input encoding

four possible input schemes, common to Hindi, San-
skrit, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada,
Oriya, Gujarati, Gurmukhi, Sinhalese and Tibetan:

1. SEVENBIT, a 7-bit (ISO 646) encoding scheme,
based on Frans Velthuis’ Hindi/Sanskrit tran-
scription. Some extensions were necessary for
Sinhalese, but also for other Indic languages, to
obtain the character set of the (Indic part) of
unicode/ISO 10646-1 standard (ISO, 1993).

2. CSX, the Classical Sanskrit Extended encoding,
an 8-bit extension of ISO 646, proposed by an
ad hoc committee, at the 8th World Sanskrit
Conference, in Vienna 1990 (Wujastyk, 1991)
(Table 1). For Sinhalese and other Indic lan-
guages some necesssary extensions were included
in the character set of the (Indic part) of uni-
code/ISO-IEC 10646-1 standard (ISO, 1993).

3. LATEX, a standardized form of LATEX commands
(for example, only \d{m} is valid for ‘m. ’, and
not \d m or \d{}m or \def\foo{\d{m}}\foo,
etc.), describing the “standard” transliteration
of Indic languages.

4. UNICODE, the 16-bit version of ISO/IEC 10646-
1 (see ISO, 1993), with an anticipated Sinhalese
encoding by the author (since Sinhalese is not
yet part of ISO 10646).4

4 Although there is not a broad choice of unicode-
compatible software yet (Windows NT is the most popular
case of such software), the author believes that unicode is al-
ready now the ideal solution for document storage and trans-
mission, especially when used in conjunction with a markup
language like SGML.

The reader will find a complete table of equiva-
lences between (1), (2) and (3), applied to Sinhalese,
in Table 4.

1.5 The Indica syntax

Three kinds of predefined Indica commands exist:
1. commands affecting the input mode:

#SEVENBIT

#CSX

#LATEX

#UNICODE

as described in 1.4.
2. commands determining the current (Indic) lan-
guage:

#BENGALI

#GUJARATI

#GURMUKHI

#HINDI

#KANNADA

#MALAYALAM

#ORIYA

#SANSKRIT

#SINHALESE

#TAMIL

#TELUGU

#TIBETAN

#NIL

the last one being used to return for arbitrary
non-Indic text to non-preprocessed mode.

3. the
#ALIAS

command, which allows creation of new names
for the commands listed above.
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Here are the rules you have to follow when using
these commands:

• the “escape character” for Indica commands (or
should I say “directives”?) is #. A command
name consists of this character, followed by at
most 32 uppercase letters or 8-bit characters (in
the range 0x80–0xff). It follows that you can
write, for example, ‘#NIL;’ or ‘#NILthis’, but
not ‘#NILYannis’; in the latter case you can
either leave a blank space (‘#NIL Yannis’) or
insert an empty group (‘#NIL{}Yannis’) or ap-
ply any other similar TEXtrick.
• TEX and LATEX commands are not affected by
the preprocessor. Be careful, though, because
command arguments will nevertheless be pre-
processed: if you write

#HINDI mohan \TeX\ raake"s

\begin{center} mis paal

then, \TeX and \begin will be left unchanged
by the preprocessor, while center will produce
c�nt�r and \begin{c�nt�r} is hardly something
standard LATEX would accept. In these cases it
is advised to write

#HINDI mohan \TeX\ raake"s

#NIL\begin{center}#HINDI mis paal

• Indica commands are not nested: if you switch
to Bengali and then Hindi, you will have to type
#BENGALI once again to return to the former
language (there is no “group closing” command,
bringing you back to the state you were before,
as in TEX for example).
• Input mode switching commands (#SEVENBIT,
#CSX, etc.) can appear anywhere in the text.
They don’t produce any immediate effect when
in NIL language; the corresponding input mode
is stored and applied on forthcoming Indic text.
Default settings (applied automatically at the
begining of every file) are the NIL language, and
SEVENBIT input mode.
• The ALIAS command has the following syntax:

#ALIAS SINHALESE FOO

which has to be written at the beginning of a
line. The first argument is the command name
for which we want to create an alias; the second
argument is the alias itself. After the definition
above, you can use #FOO instead of #SINHALESE.
You can use uppercase Latin alphabet letters,
or 8-bit characters in aliases. For example, you
could define

#ALIAS MALAYALAM M

#ALIAS NIL N

and afterwards type only #M to switch to Malay-
alam, and #N to switch back to NIL language.
Or, you could define

#ALIAS MALAYALAM .2/>3�

provided your platform has a graphic interface
allowing Sinhalese screen display (Macintosh,
Windows, X-Window. . . ) and provided the en-
coding you use places Malayalam characters in
the upper 8-bit range.
Numbers cannot be part of aliases, so the
usual TEX operators #1, #2, ##1. . . are not af-
fected by Indica. More generally, whenever In-
dica encounters a hash mark followed by an un-
known string (not a predefined command name
or previously defined alias), it leaves both the
hash mark and the string untouched.5

• Indica does not take TEX comment marks into
consideration. If you write

% This is a TeX comment

%#TIBETAN

% etc etc

unlike TEX, Indica will read these lines and
switch to Tibetan language.
• Indica will read only the files you ask it to
read; it will not interpret (LA)TEX \input com-
mands.6 On the other hand, a file already pro-
cessed by Indica does not contain any Indica
commands any more, so that you can re-process
it an arbitrary number of times without alter-
ing it. It follows that you could write a batch
file to run Indica on all files of your working
directory, just to be sure that no file has been
left unprocessed.

1.6 Simultaneous text and transcription

If you write your Sinhalese text in LATEX input mode,
you can copy and paste it to some other part of the
document and run it in NIL language mode; it will
produce the “standard” Latin transcription of the
same text. The only precaution you need to take
is to include Christina Thiele’s TEX macro \diatop
(see Thiele, 1987), in the preamble of your docu-
ment. This macro typesets characters with double
or triple diacritization (like ǟ , r̄. , etc.)

5 !‘Cuidado! If you mispell an Indica command, you
will end up with a hash mark and the misspelled string in
your (LA)TEX code and should prepare yourself to get a very
mean (LA)TEX error message: (LA)TEX just hates useless hash
marks.

6 This feature could be implemented in Indica, but would
result in a loss of portability: every TEX implementation has
its own environment variables for file path searching. The
same environment variables should be included into Indica’s
code, so that exactly the same files may be found and opened.
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Here is the expansion of this macro:
\def\diatop[#1|#2]{{\setbox1=\hbox{{#1{ }}}%

\setbox2=\hbox{{#2{ }}}%

\dimen0=\ifdim\wd1>\wd2\wd1\else\wd2\fi%

\dimen1=\ht2\advance\dimen1by-1ex%

\setbox1=\hbox to1\dimen0{\hss#1\hss}%

\rlap{\raise1\dimen1\box1}%

\hbox to1\dimen0{\hss#2\hss}}}%

%e.g. of use:

% \diatop[\’|{\=o}] gives o macron acute

An example of simultaneous text and transcrip-
tion (illustrating the use of aliases as well) is:

#LATEX

#S s\d{r}tuva #N (s\d{r}tuva) season,

#S aitih\={a}sika #N (aitih\={a}sika)

historical, #S au\d{s}adha #N (au\d{s}adha)

medicines, #S \d{n}aya #N (\d{n}aya) loan,

#S ko\b{l}a\u{m}ba #N (ko\b{l}a\u{m}ba)

Colombo, \ldots

and (after preprocessing by Indica) TEX will typeset

@�»( (sr.tuva) season,��¹H�AH (aitihāsika)
historical, ��8È (aus.adha) medicines, °�
(n.aya) loan, �H�Pp (kol¯

am̆ba) Colombo, . . .

2 Sinhalese TEX

2.1 Introduction to the Sinhalese writing

system

Sinhalese is one of the two major languages spoken
in Sri Lanka (Ceylon), the second being Tamil. Sin-
halese script is a South-Indian script, close to Malay-
alam and Kannada. The alphabet consists of 18
vowels and 35 consonants. It is a syllabic script:
the basic consonant glyph form denotes the conso-
nant followed by the (inherent) short vowel ‘a’: H
is ‘ka’, P is ‘kha’ etc. To obtain a consonant not fol-
lowed by a vowel, one uses a special diacritic called
virāma. Hence, M is ‘k’, U is ‘kh’, etc. In contrast
to Hindi, a virāma is used in all circumstances, even
at the end of a word.
Here are the 35 Sinhalese consonants (with in-

herent short ‘a’ vowel):

H P X C h p x � � � � �
  ¨ ° ¸ À � È Ð Ø à è ð
ø � �  P ( 0 8 @ H Ð
There are also 6 nasalized consonants:

X ` h ° p x
The vowels have full-size glyphs when they ap-

pear at word beginning:

� �� �� �	 � � � �� �� ��
� �� � � �� � � ��
A vowel following a consonant (or a series of

consonants) is denoted by a special stroke, or certain
auxiliary characters appearing on the right or on the
left of the consonant. Here are the lettersH (ka) and
� combined with each one of these vowels:

H H� H� H	 I J K L H�
H� H� H� �H �M�H

�H� �H� �H�
� � � � � � � �   ¡ �� �� �� �£

�� �� �¢ ���
Special care must be taken in three cases:

1. When a consonant without vowel is followed by
� (r): the virāma sign of the consonant and the
‘r’ character are replaced by a special stroke
under the consonant. For example, instead of
M� we will write HO.
If the consonant + ‘r’ combination is fol-
lowed by a vowel, then special rules apply. Here
are the letters H and � (as above) combined
with � and each one of the vowels above:

HOHO� HO� HO	 IOJOH� H�
HO� HO� HO� HO� �HO�MO
�HO�HO� �HO� �HO�

¥ ¥� ¥� ¥	 ¦ §   ¡ £�� £��
¥� ¥� �¥ �¨ �¥ �¥� �¥�

�¥�.
2. When a consonant without vowel is followed by
� (y): the virāma sign of the consonant disap-
pears, and � is replaced by the pseudo-letter È.
For example, instead of M� we will write HÈ.
If the consonant + ‘y’ combination is fol-
lowed by a vowel, then special rules apply. Here
are the letters H and � (as above) combined
with � and each one of the vowels above:

HÈ HÈ� HÈ� HÈ	 HÉ HÊ
HË HÌ HÈ� HÈ� HÈ� HÈ�
�HÈ �HÍ�HÈ �H�
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0� �HÈ� �HÈ�
© ©� ©� ©	 �É �Ê �Ë �Ì ©�
©� ©� ©� �© ��Í �©

�©� �©� �©�.
3. A third special case occurs, when a consonant
[except ‘r’ itself??] with inherent short ‘a’ vowel
is preceded by ‘r’. In that case the ‘r’ is not
written and a spiral-like stroke is added on top
of the consonant. For example, instead of � 
we will write &. This phenomenon does not
occur when the consonant is followed by some
other vowel than ‘a’. Here are all consonants
with ‘r’ spiral strokes:

N V ^ f n v ~ ��� �
� ¦ ® ¶ ¾ Æ ¤ Î Ö Þ æ
î ö þ �È & V . 6 > F N

Ö
Beside the special cases enumerated above, fre-

quently ligatures occur between consonants. A lig-
ature between two consonants implies that the first
one is not followed by a vowel; the virāma sign is
omitted in that case. Here are some examples:

� + � = � M + ( =(
M + 8 =8 Õ + È =@
Õ + À =H Õ + � = P

½ + À =h
Finally there are two special signs: anusvara

(m. ) written � and visarga (h. ) written 
. Sinhalese
punctuation follows the English rules. Hyphenation
is done between syllables, i.e., after a vowel.

2.2 Design of the Sinhalese font

Because of the nature of Sinhalese syllables, most
combinations of consonants and vowels had to be
drawn separately (the reader can find a complete
table of consonant/vowel combinations in Table 3).
This brought the total number of distinct charac-
ter positions to more than 460, placed in three 256-
character tables. Despite the large number of char-
acters, the design of a Sinhalese font does not require
a superhuman effort; in fact, the shapes of many Sin-
halese letters are modular, and can be produced by
assembling elementary strokes in different ways.

To illustrate this feature of Sinhalese letters,
here is a selection of such elementary strokes7:

1. on the left side of the letter: (α) the left stem of
�, (β) same as α, but with an horizontal bar,
as in  , (γ) the left stem of �, (δ) a lowered
closed loop, as in �;

2. the middle part of the letter: (κ) a simple base-
line stroke, as in Ø, (λ) the same with a pinch,
as in  , (µ) the same with a “bridge” as in C;

3. on the right part of the letter: (χ) a short stroke
with a rounded loop, as in C, (ψ) a somewhat
higher stroke with a triangular loop, as in �,
(ω) a high and round stroke without loop, as in
p.

Out of the combinations of these four left parts,
three middle parts and three right parts we will
make a table to see how many of them actually exist
(ne = “does not exist”):

α β γ δ

κ λ µ κ λ µ κ λ µ κ λ µ

χ Ø � ne ne @ C ne � ne ne ne ne
ψ à ne ne � ¨ ne À � ne ne ne ne
ω ( h? ne p   ne � È ne ø � p

As we see, more than half of the entries rep-
resent extant characters. Similar phenomena occur
for other groups of Sinhalese letters. And of course
there are also some isolated cases, which have to be
drawn separately (like°, �, P and so forth).
This modularity of Sinhalese forms makes the

choice of METAFONT for the realization of a Sin-
halese font even more interesting. The Sinhalese
font, as presented in this paper, was commissioned
from the author by the Wellcome Institute for the
History of Medicine, following a proposal by Do-
minik Wujastyk (to whom the author would like to
express his gratitude).8 The character forms were
inspired by the font of Godakumbura (1980), com-
pared to the forms of Disanayaka (a modern Sin-
halese script method; 1993), Clough (a classical 19th
century dictionary with many ligatures, 1892) and
Bel~koviq (the Russian “official” Sinhalese dictio-
nary, 1983), the last one having the most beauti-
ful type, in the author’s humble (and non-Sinhalese
native) opinion. Useful information was also found
in Lambert (1983), a study of south Indian scripts,
and the catalogues of writing systems of the world
(Nakanishi, 1980 and Faulman, 1880).

7 Unfortunately the author does not know the original
names of these strokes.

8 See Somadasa (1994) for the first book printed using
this Sinhalese system.
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8 pt 9 pt 10 pt 12 pt
FX .369 pt +6.25% .401 pt +2.777% .434 pt 0% .510 pt −2.08%
FY .347 pt 0% .391 pt 0% .434 pt 0% .521 pt 0%
shthin .217 pt +12.21% .217 pt +10.96% .217 pt 0% .217 pt −15.79%
shfat .906 pt +10% .972 pt +6.66% .998 pt 0% 1.106 pt −6.67%
usual_left .406 pt +10% .422 pt +5% .434 pt 0% .495 pt −5%
usual_right .406 pt +10% .422 pt +5% .434 pt 0% .495 pt −5%

Table 2: Scaling of font parameters for optical correction

2.2.1 Optical scaling

As we all know, one of the big advantages of META-
FONT drawn characters is optical scaling, that is
scaling of characters in a non-linear way, to correct
certain optical effects. This technique has been ap-
plied by D.E. Knuth, in the Computer Modern fonts,
the first realistic example of a font family drawn in
METAFONT.
The same technique has been used for Sinhalese.

Here are the (technical) details: Sinhalese characters
have been designed using 6 main parameters:

1. FX, horizontal basic unit;
2. FY, vertical basic unit; (in the Computer Mod-
ern fonts the same basic unit is used horizon-
tally and vertically, namely u). In cases where a
length/width had to be defined independently
of its orientation, we have used .5[FX,FY] (the
mean value).

3. shthin, the width of thin strokes;
4. shfat, the width of a certain number of fat
strokes; (in fact, for intermediate cases the vari-
able quantity λ[shthin,shfat], with λ ∈ [0, 1]
has been used).

5. usual_left, the standard left sidebearing;
6. usual_right, the standard right sidebearing.

Optical correction consisted in scaling these pa-
rameters differently for 8, 9 and 12 points, as in ta-
ble 2 (the reader can see in the second column the
percentage of deviation from the hypothetical lin-
early scaled value).
As the reader can see, the value of shthin re-

mains the same from 8 to 12 points; this guarantees
that thin strokes will not disappear in small point-
sizes (and makes letters look more elegant in large
pointsizes, as in Roman Bodoni fonts). The hori-
zontal basic unit FX gets (proportionally) bigger in
small sizes: letters become up to 6.25% wider; FX
also gets slightly smaller at 12 points: letters be-
come 2.08% narrower. The same tactic is applied to
sidebearings.

The following sample of text illustrates optical
correction. The same text (taken from Bel~koviq,
1983), is typeset in 8, 9, 10 and 12 point sizes.

��A�Õ A�H 0í� �H�8� @HEI��ýI  � ��E-
¸� ��Xø ). ��¦A �BÕ  �ë³ )0� @H�� X�Ð �K�
@ýØ��H (��� @�¸�¸�(� Û� H��.

27 �H�( ��A�Õ è@ H��Ð A�H �Ð¸�(�½, �@�-
)�½ @�Xø��I A�H è@ H��Ð ��A�Õ �Ð¸�(�½ �ý-
ø 0í� �H�8� Øß����Ð(½��¹� @ýØ��H (��� Øß�ÆÐ�
H��.

��A�Õ A�H 0í� �H�8� @HEI��ýI  � ��-
E¸� ��Xø ). ��¦A �BÕ  �ë³ )0� @H�� X�Ð
�K� @ýØ��H (��� @�¸�¸�(� Û� H��.

27 �H�( ��A�Õ è@ H��Ð A�H �Ð¸�(�½,
�@�)�½ @�Xø��I A�H è@ H��Ð ��A�Õ �Ð¸�-
(�½ �ýø 0í� �H�8� Øß����Ð(½��¹� @ýØ��H
(��� Øß�ÆÐ� H��.

��A�Õ A�H 0í� �H�8� @HEI��ýI  �
��E¸� ��Xø ). ��¦A �BÕ  �ë³ )0� @H��
X�Ð �K� @ýØ��H (��� @�¸�¸�(� Û� H��.

27 �H�( ��A�Õ è@ H��Ð A�H �Ð¸�(�-
½, �@�)�½ @�Xø��I A�H è@ H��Ð ��A�Õ
�Ð¸�(�½ �ýø 0í� �H�8� Øß����Ð(½ ��¹-
� @ýØ��H (��� Øß�ÆÐ� H��.

��A�Õ A�H 0í� �H�8� @HEI�-
�ýI  � ��E¸� ��Xø ). ��¦A �BÕ  �ë-
³ )0� @H�� X�Ð �K� @ýØ��H (���
@�¸�¸�(� Û� H��.

27 �H�( ��A�Õè@H��Ð A�H �Ð-
¸�(�½, �@�)�½ @�Xø��I A�H è@ H�-
�Ð ��A�Õ �Ð¸�(�½ �ýø 0í� �H�8�
Øß����Ð(½��¹� @ýØ��H (��� Øß�ÆÐ�
H��.

2.3 “Do I need BigTEX for all those

macros?”

Sorry to disappoint you, but there are no macros.
Indica does all the work for you and its output is
rather unreadable for a human—but quite readable
for TEX. With LATEX2ε and the T1 (Cork) encod-
ing you only need to place the files T1sinha.fd,
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T1sinhb.fd, T1sinhc.fd in the same place as your
other FD files, and write

\newcommand{\SHa}{\fontfamily{sinha}%

\selectfont}

\newcommand{\SHb}{\fontfamily{sinhb}%

\selectfont}

\newcommand{\SHc}{\fontfamily{sinhc}%

\selectfont}

in the preamble of your file. If you wish to install the
Sinhalese fonts in a more formal manner, recognizing
the encoding of the font as being different from T1

(we call it SH1), then you only need to place files
SH1sinha.fd, SH1sinhb.fd, SH1sinhc.fd together
with the other FD files you use, and use the package
sinhala.sty when you run LATEX2ε. So you would
begin your document like this:

\documentclass{article}

\usepackage{sinhala}

\begin{document}

...

This method is not recommended, however, if
you switch frequently from Latin to Sinhalese and
your machine is not very powerful: LATEX2ε reads
a file (called nfsh1.def) everytime you switch en-
codings; even if this file is very short, the open/close
operations may slow down TEX. The author hopes
that this problem will be solved in future releases of
LATEX2ε.
If you are not working with LATEX2ε then you

have to define the fonts manually, remembering that
they always come in triplets, like
\font\SHa=sinha10

\font\SHb=sinhb10

\font\SHc=sinhc10

The available point sizes are 8, 9, 10 and 12.
Please contact the author if you need other point
sizes, or scale the ones you have linearly. There is
no bold or slanted style yet (although it would be
straightforward to obtain them out of the META-
FONT code), because the author has never seen such
forms. Any information on Sinhalese typographical
traditions and aesthetics would be most welcome.
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Table 3: Sinhalese consonants and vowel combinations

Part a. Without vowel, and vowels ‘a’–‘ r̄. ’

a ā ä ǟ i ı̄ u ū r. r̄.

� �� �� �	 � � � �� �� ��
ka M H H� H� H	 I J K L H� H�
kha U P P� P� P	 Q R S T P� P�
ga B X X� X� X	 Y Z A \ X� X�
gha e C C� C� C	 a b c d C� C�
ṅa m h h� h� h	 i j k l h� h�
ca u p p� p� p	 q D s t p� p�
cha } x x� x� x	 y z { | x� x�
ja � � �� �� �	 � � � � �� ��
jha � � �� �� �	 � � � � �� ��
ña � � � � � � � � � � �
t.a � � �� �� �	 � � � � �� ��
t.ha � � �� �� �	 � � � � �� ��
d. a £    �  �  	 ¡ ¢ £ ¤  �  �
d.ha Í ¨ ¨� ¨� ¨	 © ª « ¬ ¨� ¨�
n. a Õ ° °� °� °	 ± ² ³ ´ °� °�
ta ½ ¸ ¸� ¸� ¸	 ¹ º » ¼ ¸� ¸�
tha Å À À� À� À	 Á Â Ã Ä À� À�
da £ � � � � � � � �   ¡
dha Í È È� È� È	 É Ê Ë Ì È� È�
na Õ Ð Ð� Ð� Ð	 Ñ Ò Ó Ô Ð� Ð�
pa Ý Ø Ø� Ø� Ø	 Ù Ú Û Ü Ø� Ø�
pha å à à� à� à	 á â ã ä à� à�
ba í è è� è� è	 é ê ë ì è� è�
bha õ ð ð� ð� ð	 ñ ò ó ô ð� ð�
ma ý ø ø� ø� ø	 ù ú û ü ø� ø�
ya � � �� �� �	 � � � � �� ��
ra � � �� � � � � �� �	 �� ��
la %   �  �  	 ! " # $  �  �
va � ( (� (� (	 ) * + , (� (�
śa 5 0 0� 0� 0	 1 2 3 4 0� 0�
s.a = 8 8� 8� 8	 9 : ; < 8� 8�
sa E @ @� @� @	 A B C D @� @�
ha M H H� H� H	 I J K L H� H�
l.a U P P� P� P	 Q R S T P� P�
fa Õ Ð Ð� Ð� Ð	 Ñ Ò Ó Ô Ð� Ð�
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Part b. Vowels ‘l.’–‘au’, anusvara, visarga

l. l̄. e ē ai o ō au am. ah.

� �� � � �� � � �� �� �

ka H� H� �H �M �H �H� �H� �H� H� H

kha P� P� �P �U �P �P� �P� �P� P� P

ga X� X� �X �B �X �X� �X� �X� X� X

gha C� C� �C �e �C �C� �C� �C� C� C

ṅa h� h� �h �m �h �h� �h� �h� h� h

ca p� p� �p �u �p �p� �p� �p� p� p

cha x� x� �x �} �x �x� �x� �x� x� x

ja �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �

jha �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �

ña �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� �� �

t.a �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �

t.ha �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �

d. a  �  � �  �¥ �  � � � � � �  �  

d.ha ¨� ¨� �¨ � �¨ �¨� �¨� �¨� ¨� ¨

n. a °� °� �° �µ �° �°� �°� �°� °� °

ta ¸� ¸� �¸ �½ �¸ �¸� �¸� �¸� ¸� ¸

tha À� À� �À �Å �À �À� �À� �À� À� À

da �� �� �� �£ �� �� �¢ ��� �� �

dha È� È� �È �Í �È �È� �È� �È� È� È

na Ð� Ð� �Ð �Õ �Ð �Ð� �Ð� �Ð� Ð� Ð

pa Ø� Ø� �Ø �Ý �Ø �Ø� �Ø� �Ø� Ø� Ø

pha à� à� �à �å �à �à� �à� �à� à� à

ba è� è� �è �í �è �è� �è� �è� è� è

bha ð� ð� �ð �õ �ð �ð� �ð� �ð� ð� ð

ma ø� ø� �ø �ý �ø �ø� �ø� �ø� ø� ø

ya �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �

ra �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �

la  �  � � �% � � � � � � �  �  

va (� (� �( �� �( �(� �(� �(� (� (

śa 0� 0� �0 �5 �0 �0� �0� �0� 0� 0

s.a 8� 8� �8 �= �8 �8� �8� �8� 8� 8

sa @� @� �@ �E �@ �@� �@� �@� @� @

ha H� H� �H �M �H �H� �H� �H� H� H

l.a P� P� �P �U �P �P� �P� �P� P� P

fa Ð� Ð� �Ð �Õ �Ð �Ð� �Ð� �Ð� Ð� Ð
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Table 4: Table of Devanagari, Tamil, Malayalam and Sinhalese characters and the different input modes

name D T M S CSX SEVENBIT LATEX

anusvara � ò � � m. , M. .m, M \d{m}, \d{M}

visarga , ð � 
 h. , H. .h, H \d{h}, \d{H}

vow. a a � � � a, A a a, A

vow. aa aA � � �� ā, Ā aa, A \={a}, \={A}

vow. aaa - - - �� ä, Ä "a, .A \"{a}, \"{A}

vow. aaaa - - - �	 ǟ , Ǟ "aa, .AA \diatop[\=|\"a], \diatop[\=|\"A]

vow. i i � � � i, I i i, I

vow. ii I � �W � ı̄, Ī ii I \={\i}, \={i} \={I}

vow. u u � 	 � u, U u u, U

vow. uu U � 	W �� ū, Ū uu, U \={u}, \={U}

vow. voc. r � - � �� r., R. .r \d{r}, \d{R}

vow. voc. rr � - ` �� r̄. , r̄. .R \diatop[\=|\d r], \diatop[\=|\d r]

vow. voc. l � - � � l., L. .l \d{l}, \d{L}

vow. voc. ll � - a �� l̄. , L̄. .L \diatop[\=|\d l], \diatop[\=|\d L]

vow. candra e e� - - - ĕ ??!! \u{e}

vow. short e eÿ � � � ě, Ě ^e \v{e}, \v{E}

vow. e e � � � e, E e e, E

vow. ai e� � F� �� ai, Ai, AI ai, E ai, Ai, AI

vow. candra o aA� - - - ŏ ??!! \u{o}

vow. short o aAÿ 	 � � ǒ, Ǒ ^o \v{o}, \v{O}

vow. o ao � �> � o, O o o, O

vow. au aO 	� �W �� au, Au, AU au, O au, Au, AU

cons. ka k � � H k, K k k, K

cons. kha K - � P kh, Kh, KH kh, K kh, Kh, KH

cons. ga g - � X g, G g g, G

cons. gha G - � C gh, Gh, GH gh, G gh, Gh, GH

cons. nga R � � ÕX ṅ, Ṅ "n \.{n}, \.{N}

cons. ca c � � p c, C c c, C

cons. cha C - � x ch, Ch, CH ch, C ch, Ch, CH

cons. ja j À � � j, J j j, J

cons. jha J - � � jh, Jh, JH jh, J jh, Jh, JH

cons. nya �  � � ñ, Ñ ~n \~{n}, \~{N}

cons. tta V ( � � t., T. .t \d{t}, \d{T}

cons. ttha W -  � t.h, T. h, T. H .th, .T \d{t}h, \d{T}h, \d{T}H

cons. dda X - !   d. , D. .d \d{d}, \d{D}

cons. ddha Y - " ¨ d.h, D. h, D. H .dh, .D \d{d}h, \d{D}h, \d{D}H

cons. nna Z 0 # ° n. , N. .n \d{n}, \d{N}
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name D T M S CSX SEVENBIT LATEX

cons. ta t 8 $ ¸ t, T t t, T

cons. tha T - % À th, Th, TH th, T th, Th, TH

cons. da d - & � d, D d d, D

cons. dha D - ' È dh, Dh, DH dh, D dh, Dh, DH

cons. na n @ ( Ð n, N n n, N

cons. nnna n� � - - ??!! ??!! ??!!

cons. pa p H * Ø p, P p p, P

cons. pha P - + à ph, Ph, PH ph, P ph, Ph, PH

cons. ba b - , è b, B b b, B

cons. bha B - - ð bh, Bh, BH bh, B bh, Bh, BH

cons. ma m P . ø m, M m m, M

cons. ya y X / � y, Y y y, Y

cons. ra r ` 0 � r, R r r, R

cons. rra r� � 1 - ??!! "r ??!!

cons. la l h 2  l, L l l, L

cons. lla � � 3 P l
¯

L \b{l}, \b{L}

cons. llla �� x 4 - ??!! "l ??!!

cons. va v p 5 ( v, V v v, V

cons. sha f ° 6 0 ś, Ś "s \’s, \’S

cons. ssa q - 7 8 s., S. .s \d{s}, \d{S}

cons. sa s ¸ 8 @ s, S s s, S

cons. ha h È 9 H h, H h h, H

cons. fa ' - - Ð f, F f f, F

cons. nas. ga - - - X n̆g, N̆g, N̆G Ng \u{n}g, \u{N}g, \u{N}G

cons. nas. ca - - - ` n̆c, N̆c, N̆C Nc \u{n}c, \u{N}c, \u{N}C

cons. nas. dda - - - h n̆d. , N̆d. , N̆D. N.d \u{n}\d{d}, \u{N}\d{d}, \u{N}\d{D}

cons. nas. da - - - ° n̆d, N̆d, N̆D Nd \u{n}d, \u{N}d, \u{N}D

cons. nas. ba - - - p m̆b, M̆b, M̆B Nb \u{m}b, \u{M}b, \u{M}B

cons. nas. ja - - - x n̆j, N̆j, N̆J Nj \u{n}j, \u{N}j, \u{N}J

cons. qa * - - - q q q

cons. khha � - - - k
¯
h
¯

.kh, .K \b{k}\b{h}

cons. ghha � - - - g
¯

.g \b{g}

cons. za ) - - - z z z

cons. dddha w - - - r
¯

R \b{r}

cons. rha x - - - r
¯
h Rh \b{r}h

cons. yya y - - - ??!! "y ??!!

notes:

— Columns D, T, M, S, stand respectively for Devanagari, Tamil, Malayalam and Sinhalese. The fonts used
in this paper for the first three scripts have been made by Frans Velthuis (velthuis@rc.rug.nl), Thomas
Ridgeway (165 McGraw Street, Seattle, WA 98109 USA), Jeroen Hellingman (jhelling@cs.ruu.nl) and
the author. Some of them are still under β-status, so please contact their respective authors for more
information on their availability.
— SEVENBIT column: Entries in slanted style are extensions to Frans Velthuis’ transcription, proposed by
the author.


